
Name: ____________________________________

Vocabulary

Chapters 13 - 16

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. After returning the old woman’s purse, the boy was awarded for his noble actions.

a.  special b.  extraordinary 
c.  honorable d.  surprising

 2. The tree branches were thrashing around in the strong wind.  

a.  moving violently b.  swaying gently
c.  falling down d.  making loud noises

 
 3. The lion was looking mercilessly at his captured prey.  

a.  cruelly b.  hungrily 
c.  excitedly d.  fearfully

 
 4. The man on TV looked vaguely familiar.  

a.  very b.  not at all
c.  extremely d.  slightly

 
 5. The band played with an incessant rhythm.  

a.  loud b.  constant
c.  unsteady d.  unclear
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Name: ____________________________________

Vocabulary

Chapters 13 - 16

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 6. For some people, watching golf is very monotonous.   

a.  boring b.  enjoyable
c.  exciting d.  long

 7. A zebra's colors make it easy to distinguish it from other animals. 

a.  hide b.  catch
c.  recognize d.  scare

 8. My mom uses our discarded fruit and vegetables as compost for our garden.   

a.  unwanted b.  fresh
c.  old d.  finest

 9. Spiders try to snare prey in their webs.  

a.  eat b.  sick
c.  excited d.  trap

 10. The amusement park lived up to its reputation.  

a.  beliefs b.  the quality of rides
c.  safety standards d.  the way people think about something
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ANSWER KEY
Vocabulary

Chapters 13 - 16

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. After returning the old woman’s purse, the boy was awarded for his noble actions.  c

a.  special b.  extraordinary 
c.  honorable d.  surprising

 2. The tree branches were thrashing around in the strong wind.  a

a.  moving violently b.  swaying gently
c.  falling down d.  making loud noises

 
 3. The lion was looking mercilessly at his captured prey.  a

a.  cruelly b.  hungrily 
c.  excitedly d.  fearfully

 
 4. The man on TV looked vaguely familiar.  d

a.  very b.  not at all
c.  extremely d.  slightly

 
 5. The band played with an incessant rhythm.   b

a.  loud b.  constant
c.  unsteady d.  unclear
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ANSWER KEY
Vocabulary

Chapters 13 - 16

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 6. For some people, watching golf is very monotonous. a      

a.  boring b.  enjoyable
c.  exciting d.  long

 7. A zebra's colors make it easy to distinguish it from other animals.  c

a.  hide b.  catch
c.  recognize d.  scare

 8. My mom uses our discarded fruit and vegetables as compost for our garden.   a   

a.  unwanted b.  fresh
c.  old d.  finest

 9. Spiders try to snare prey in their webs.  d

a.  eat b.  sick
c.  excited d.  trap

 10. The amusement park lived up to its reputation.   d     

a.  beliefs b.  the quality of rides
c.  safety standards d.  the way people think about something
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